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1

Introdu tion

Fun tional programming has rst been made known to a wider audien e by the well-known
Turing Award le ture [1℄ of J. Ba kus. Sin e this seminal paper the fun tional approa h to
programming has been gaining in reasing appeal, espe ially in the last 10 years. Meanwhile it is
also very popular in tea hing the basi on epts of programming at universities. Among other
things, this is surely due to the fa t that for many problems fun tional programs are simpler,
faster to design, and, therefore, less sus eptible for errors than their imperative ounterparts.
A further advantage is that they are very lose to their semanti s and this implies that it is
generally more easy to reason about fun tional programs than imperative ones.
A very prominent way to de ne a formal semanti s of fun tional programs (whi h is espe ially
quali ed for beginners) is an operational approa h via omputation sequen es whi h des ribe
the individual steps of program exe utions. More on rete, the elements of a omputation
sequen e are expressions and one after another produ ed by substitutions (also alled unfoldings
or expansions) and simpli ations. Substitutions repla e some alls of a routine by its body,
where in ea h ase within the latter the formal parameters are substituted by the arguments.
Whi h alls are to be repla ed is determined by a omputation rule (also alled parameterpassing me hanism), e.g., leftmost-innermost substitution ( all-by-value), leftmost-outermost
substitution ( all-by-name), or full substitution. Simpli ations exe ute operations of the prede ned data stru tures and onditionals. For more details see [6, 13℄.
Operational semanti s de ned in the just sket hed manner exe utes a fun tional program by
applying a sequen e of meaning-preserving program transformations and an easily be implemented. The bene ts of using su h a transformation system in tea hing omputer s ien e are
manifold, in parti ular if there exists a good graphi al representation of expressions and the user
has full intera tive ontrol over the entire transformation pro ess via a modern interfa e. For
example, the system an be used to visualize program exe ution and the e e t of the various
omputation rules. Furthermore, it enables debugging of programs by step-wise omputations
to dete t weak points and logi al errors. And, nally, moving step by step through a omputation using a system an elu idate the de isive ideas behind the algorithm a fun tional program
implements.
The advantages of intera tive exe ution of fun tional programs for tea hing purposes have
been also re ognized elsewhere and in the meantime there exist some omputer systems for
that purpose. For example, in [3℄ the system MIRACALC is des ribed whi h allows the stepwise
exe ution of Mirinda programs. Another su h system is -RED, developed at Kiel University. It
supports the intera tive exe ution of fun tional programs written in the Kiel redu tion language
KiR, a sugard version of an applied type-free - al ulus with stri t semanti s; see e.g., [4, 5℄.
Finally, the Cal ulation Sheet Ma hine of the textbook [2℄ should be mentioned whi h has
been implemented at the Institute for Software Engineering and Programming Languages of the
Medi al University Lube k.
For many Lisp systems there exist debuggers. But none of the well-known implementations of
modern fun tional programming languages (like the various Haskell, Miranda, or SML systems)
supports stepwise exe ution and/or in ludes a debugging me hanism. The only investigations
and implementations we are aware are debuggers for lazy fun tional languages using the soalled algorithmi debugging method and developed at Linkoping University, Sweden, resp. the
University of Melbourne, Australia. Some referen es are [9, 10, 8℄ for example.
In this report we des ribe an intera tively ontrolled omputer system for the exe ution of
rst-order fun tional programs written in a simple subset of Standard ML. It is alled KIEL,
whi h is an a ronym for \Kiel Intera tive Evaluation Laboratory", and has espe ially been de-
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signed for tea hing undergraduate students of omputer s ien e. The rest of the report is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we des ribe the subset of ML the KIEL system supports. Se tion 3
is primarely intended as a user's guide for KIEL. We give a short overview of the system, des ribe
its graphi al user interfa e, and show how to arrange it with the help of on guration les. An
example for the use of the system is presented in Se tion 4. Con luding remarks an be found
in Se tion 5.

2

The Programming Language

As already mentioned, the KIEL system supports a simple subset of the fun tional programming
language ML. We assume the reader to be familiar with that part of Standard ML whi h is, e.g.,
des ribed in the Chapters 1 through 5 of the textbook [12℄. This part is losely related to the
KIEL-subset of ML, alled MlKiel in the rest of this report. In this se tion we present MlKiel.
However, we will not give a formal des ription. Syntax diagrams for a formal de nition of its
syntax an be found in the appendix of [11℄ and with the ex eption of parameter passing (the
free hoi e of whi h is just one of the main features of KIEL) the meaning of the remaining
language onstru ts is as in Standard ML.

2.1 Datatypes

There are ve basi types in MlKiel, viz. the singleton type unit, the type bool for the truth
values, the type int for the integers, the type real for the real numbers, and the type string
for the strings.
The type unit has only one onstant whi h is denoted as (). Truth values may have two
values whi h are denoted as true resp. false. The onstants of the type int are represented
as in Standard ML, i.e., as strings of one and more digits in the non-negative ase, with the
additional sign \~" in front of it otherwise. The present version of the KIEL system allows the
integers to range from 230 to 230 1. Also the onstants of the type real are represented as
in Standard ML. I.e., they start with an optional \~" followed by an integer representation and
then either a de imal point and an integer representation or the letter E, an optional \~", and
an integer representation. A onstant of the type string, nally is a quoted hara ter sequen e.
In ontrast with ML, however, spe ial hara ters like \newline" or the tab hara ter are not
allowed. The maximal length of a string an be de ned by means of a on guration le. See
Se tion 3.3 for details.
The operations on the basi types are similar to those of Standard ML. They are summarized
in the following. Note that ea h basi type m of MlKiel is an equality type in the sense of ML
whi h means that besides the listed operations also an equality test = : m * m -> bool and
an inequality test <> : m * m -> bool are de ned.
Again in ontrast with Standard ML, in the KIEL system sequential onjun tion and disjun tion are interpreted as operations on truth values and not as abbreviations of spe i onditionals. This leads to the following three operations on truth values:
not : bool -> bool
andalso : bool * bool -> bool
orelse : bool * bool -> bool

Negation
Sequential onjun tion
Sequential disjun tion

The operations on the integers, the real numbers, and the strings are in ea h ase a subset
of the respe tive operations of Standard ML. For the integers MlKiel provides the following
operations:
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Arithmeti
Integer division and remainder
Minimum and maximum
Absolute value
Comparison operations

+, -, * : int * int -> int
div, mod : int * int -> int
min, max : int * int -> int
abs : int -> int
<, <=, >, >= : int * int -> bool

The operations of MlKiel for the real numbers are:
Arithmeti
Absolute value
Square root
Sinus and osinus
Exponential fun tion and natural logarithm
Conversion into reals
Rounding towards zero
Comparison operations

+, -, *, / : real * real -> real
abs : real -> real
sqrt : real -> real
sin, os : real -> real
exp, ln : real -> real
real : int -> real
trun ate : real -> int
<, <=, >, >= : real * real -> bool

And, nally, on strings one an use the following operations of MlKiel:
^ : string * string -> string
size : string -> int
hr : int -> string
ord : string -> int
substring : string * int * int -> string
<, <=, >, >= : string * string -> bool

Con atenation
Length
Inverse of ASCII- ode
ASCII- ode of the rst hara ter
Substring
Lexi ographi omparison operations

In fun tional programming lists onstitute an extremely valuable datatype and, therefore,
Standard ML provides a polymorphi type for lists together with an abundant sto k of operations. MlKiel does not in lude polymorphism. However, we have de ided to implement for
ea h of the above basi types m a type m list for lists whose elements are from m. Constants
are represented as in ML. This means that the elements of a list are separated by ommas and
surround with square bra kets. The empty list is represented by either the name nil or as pair
[℄ of bra kets. As operations on lists, MlKiel supports the following ones:
:: : m * m list -> m list
hd : m list -> m
tl : m list -> m list
 : m list * m list -> m list
length : m list -> int
null : m list -> bool
rev : m list -> m list

Append from left
First element (head)
Removal of rst element (tail)
Con atenation
Length
Empty test
Reversion

As in the ase of strings, the maximal length of a list an be de ned by means of a on guration
le. See again Se tion 3.3.

2.2 Programs

A program of MlKiel onsists of a sequen e of de larations, where a de laration either de nes
a single routine or a system of (generally mutually re ursive) routines and is terminated with
a semi olon. The form of routine de larations is as in Standard ML with the ex eption that {
due to methodi al reasons { MlKiel requires full typing. The type m of a formal parameter x
5

is given within the parameter list in the form x : m and the type of the result is given after the
parameter list, again separated by a olon. Hen e, a single routine F with formal parameters
xi of type mi (1  i  k), result type m, and body E is de leared as follows:
fun F (x1 : m1 , : : : ,xk : mk ) : m = E ;

Note that k = 0 is possible, i.e., the parameter list of a routine may be empty. The body of a
routine may be onstru ted with the help of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the parameters,
the onstants and operations of the basi datatypes introdu ed in Se tion 2.1,
the already de lared routines,
the onditional if B then A1 else A2 ,
re ursive alls.

Here appli ations of basi operations are written as in Standard ML with the ex eption that {
again for methodi al reasons { MlKiel uses the \ lassi al" mathemati al notation f (A) instead
of f A or (F A). Also appli ations of already de ned routines and re ursive alls have to be
written in the lassi al style. Note that MlKiel does not ontain neither higher-order fun tions
nor patterns in routine de larations, lo al de larations, and type de larations.
As a small example, here is a MlKiel program whi h implements Hoare's qui ksort algorithm
for sorting a list of integers. It uses three auxiliary routines le, eq, and gr whi h lter out from
a list s those elements whi h are less than n, equal to n, resp. greater than n.
fun le (s : int list, n : int) : int list =
if null(s) then nil
else if hd(s) < n then hd(s) :: le(tl(s),n)
else le(tl(s),n);
fun eq (s : int list, n : int) : int list =
if null(s) then nil
else if hd(s) = n then hd(s) :: eq(tl(s),n)
else eq(tl(s),n);
fun gr (s : int list, n : int) : int list =
if null(s) then nil
else if hd(s) > n then hd(s) :: gr(tl(s),n)
else gr(tl(s),n);
fun sort (s : int list) : int list =
if null(s) then s
else sort(le(s,hd(s)))  eq(s,hd(s))  sort(gr(s,hd(s)));

The syntax for mutual re ursion in MlKiel is the same as in Standard ML. I.e., the keyword

fun is used only at the beginning and between the routines instead of a semi olon the keyword
and is written. We give also a small example. The following small
program (taken
from [12℄) an be used to produ e lists onsisting of alternate elements of the list s:

MlKiel

fun odd (s : int list) : int list =
if null(s) then nil
else hd(s) :: even(tl(s))
and even (s : int list) : int list =
if null(s) then nil
else odd(tl(s));
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Applying odd, one takes the rst element of a list and the alternate elements after that (i.e., the
third, fth and so on); using even, one starts the lter pro ess with the se ond element.

3

Stru ture and Use of KIEL

In this se tion we start with a short overview of KIEL. Then we des ribe the system's graphi al
user interfa e. The last part of the se tion deals with the on guration of the system by means
of two on guration les.

3.1 General Stru ture
The system KIEL is written in the C programming language and uses the C-libraries GTK, GDK,
and GLib for its graphi al user interfa e. Although the detailed appearan e of its windows
depends on resour es de ned in a on guration le, when working with it the s reen typi ally
looks as in the following pi ture:

From the user's point of view, roughly spoken KIEL onsists of two omponents. The rst
omponent is the \workspa e". It holds MlKiel programs and MlKiel expressions. A program
is assumed to be ontained in a le with extension \.prg" and may then loaded into the system
via the window \load program le". Expressions an also be loaded from a le with extension
\.exp" using the window \load expression le". But the usual way the user enters single
expressions dire tly via the window \enter expression". The system's se ond omponent is the
evaluation unit resp. exe ution unit. Here an expression of the workspa e is evaluated based on
7

the pre-de ned datatypes and the routines ontained in the workspa e. The main window for
evaluation is the tree window. We have hosen this name be ause expressions are graphi ally
depi ted as trees. Evaluation of expressions an be done step by step on the tree window but also
semi-automati ally or full-automati ally, where in the latter ases the user an hoose a spe i
omputation rule, ontrol the number of transformation steps and so on using further windows.
Details of the user interfa e and how to evaluate an expression are presented in Se tion 3.2.

3.2 User Interfa e
We start the des ription of the user interfa e of KIEL with the system's main window whi h
looks as follows:

As an be seen from this pi ture, on eptually the main window is divided into three parts. The
left part onsists of three button olumns whi h deal with the input of expressions, the input of
programs, and the windows used for the evaluation of expressions. In the middle of the window
there are ve pi tures whi h explain the various a tions invoked by the three mouse buttons.
The right part of the main window is a single big button for leaving KIEL.
The leftmost button olumn of the main window onsists of three buttons. Pressing its top
button \load from le" opens a window for loading an expression le into the system. Typi ally
this window looks as follows:

The left s roll list of the window \load expression le" shows the dire tories whi h are ontained
in the urrent dire tory and the expression les of the urrent dire tory are shown in the window's
right s roll list. Sele tion of an expression le is possible using the mouse pointer and after that
the loading pro ess may be initiated by pressing the button \OK". But as already mentioned,
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the usual way is to enter single expressions. For this purpose, the following window \enter
expression" is used whi h is opened by the button \enter" of the leftmost button olumn:

The button \dire tory" of the leftmost button olumn of the main window, nally opens a window
whi h shows the workspa e's a tual expressions. Here is an example for its appearan e:

Loading a program le into KIEL is done in the same way than loading an expression le.
The orresponding button is \load from le" at the top of the se ond button olumn of the main
window. Also the remaining button \dire tory" of this olumn has the same meaning as the
orresponding button for expressions. We renoun e the pi tures of the two windows opened by
these buttons.
KIEL was designed for the intera tively ontrolled exe ution of fun tional programs. Pressing
the button \tree" of the main window, the tree window opens whi h allows performing this. One
starts with an expression of the workspa e whi h is transfered into the tree window by sele ting
it in the expression's dire tory window. The following pi ture shows a typi al appearan e of
the tree window; the depi ted tree represents an expression obtained during the exe ution of a
routine FIB whi h implements the well-known Fibona i re ursion.

Generally a vertex of a tree depi ts a onstant or an operation of the pre-de ned datatypes,
a user-de lared routine, or an error. The next four pi tures show for ea h of these lasses an
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example. Perhaps the reader will noti e the four di erent shades of grey; on a olour s reen
they orrespond to four di erent olours (whi h an be determined via a on guration le).

Normally the size of the verti es of a tree is xed and, therefore, big numbers, strings, and
sequen es are only partly shown. But also the omplete representation of su h an obje t is
possible. The user has only to sele t the orresponding vertex and to enlarge it by means of the
middle mouse button. See the orresponding pi ture in the middle part of the main window.
As the s reen dump of Se tion 3.1 shows, the expression of the tree window is also represented
as a string in the string window. This window is opened if the button \string" of the third button
olumn of the main window is pressed.
If one wants to evaluate an expression full-automati ally or semi-automati ally, then this is
possible by rst sele ting the orresponding vertex on the tree window with the mouse pointer
and then pressing the left mouse button. The manner of evaluation and { in the semi-automati al
ase { the number of steps to be done an be entered by a spe i evaluation window whi h
is opened by pressing the button \evaluation" of the third button olumn of the main window.
As the following pi ture shows, the present version of the KIEL system allows the hoi e between exa t the three omputation rules mentioned in the introdu tion, viz. leftmost-innermost
substitution, leftmost-outermost substitution, and full substitution.

Having des ribed full-automati and semi-automati exe ution, now we deal with the stepwise
evaluation of expressions. As we have already mentioned in the introdu tion, it is performed by
means of three a tions, viz.
1. the substitution of routine alls,
2. the exe ution of operations of the pre-de ned datatypes,
3. the simpli ation of onditionals.
How these a tions an be invoked is explained by the three pi tures in the left pi ture olumn
of the middle part of the main window of KIEL (see the s reen dump of Se tion 3.1): The
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substitution of a routine all is possible by sele ting the orresponding vertex of the tree and then
pressing the right mouse button. An exe ution of an operation of the pre-de ned datatypes is the
same as the evaluation of an expression and has already been des ribed. Finally a simpli ation
of a onditional is done like a substitution of a routine all. I.e., the user has to sele t the
orresponding vertex of the tree and afterwards to press the right mouse button.
The s reen dump of Se tion 3.1 shows in the right pi ture olumn a further pi ture whi h
explains how to simplify an expression as far as possible: One has only to point with the mouse
at a position of the tree window whi h is not part of a vertex of the depi ted tree and afterwards
to press the middle mouse button. Using this in ombination with substitution of routine alls,
it is very easy to simulate the operational semanti s de nition via omputation sequen es as
des ribed in the introdu tion of this report.
Finally it should be mentioned that KIEL also allows to undo or redo steps of an exe ution,
i.e., to \walk" through omputation sequen es. The orresponding window looks as follows:

This window is opened via the button \undo" of the main window.

3.3 Con guration Files
KIEL is in a wide range a user- on gurable system. The positions and sizes of several windows,

their automati opening when starting the system, sizes and olours of buttons and verti es,
fonts and mu h more an be hosen by de ning resour es in two on guration les. At startup
time the system looks for these les in the user's home dire tory. If no on guration le an be
found, the system uses default values for the various resour es.
A detailed des ription of the resour es supported by KIEL an be found in [11℄. In the
following we sket h only some of them.
The name of the rst on guration le is .kiel.r . Its purpose is to de ne the positions and
sizes of the system's windows and some other layout onstants like the maximal number of shown
digits after the de imal point of a real number or the maximal number of shown hara ters of a
string. As an example we assume the le .kiel.r to ontain the following lines:
#set
#set
#set
#set
#set

POSITION_BAUMFENSTER
BREITE_DRAWING_AREA_BAUM
HOEHE_DRAWING_AREA_BAUM
BUTTON_AUSDRUCKBAUM_FENSTER_STATUS
BUTTON_LI_STATUS

360, 187
750
630
TRUE
TRUE

Then the left-upper orner of the tree window is at pixel position (360; 187), its breadth is 750
pixel, its hight is 630 pixel, the window is automati ally opened when KIEL is started, and the
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omputation rule used within full-automati or semi-automati exe utions is leftmost-innermost
substitution.
The se ond on guration le .kiel.r .gtk is used to de ne fonts and olours. We present
also a small example:
style "baum"="fg_farben" { font="9x15bold" }
style "fg_farben" { fg[NORMAL℄=
{0.9, 0.9,
fg[ACTIVE℄=
{1.0, 1.0,
fg[PRELIGHT℄= {1.0, 0.5,
fg[SELECTED℄= {0.0, 0.0,
fg[INSENSITIVE℄={0.0, 0.0,

1.0}
0.7}
0.5}
0.0}
0.0} }

These lines de ne the font used in the tree window to be 9x15bold and the olour of a tree
vertex to be white if it is a vertex for a pre-de ned operation or a onditional, yellow if it is a
vertex for a routine, blue if it represents a omputed de ned value, and red if it stands for an
error.

4

An Example

In this se tion we will deal with a very well-known example of a fun tional program to demonstrate how KIEL may be used in undergraduate tea hing at universities. We onsider the following nested-re ursive routine on the integers whi h goes ba k to Morris (see [7℄):
fun F (x : int, y : int) : int =
if x <= 0 then 1
else F(x-1,F(x-y,y));

It is well-known that for this routine di erent omputation rules may lead to di erent results.
E.g., the all F(1,0) leads to an in nite omputation (i.e., yields \unde ned") if leftmost-innermost substitution is applied. However, it evaluates to 1 if the substitution strategy is leftmostoutermost. In the following we show how KIEL an be used to demonstrate this di eren e.
We start with the expression F(1,0) we want to evaluate. Furthermore, we hoose leftmostinnermost as omputation rule and evaluation depth one sin e exe ution should be done step
by step. The following pi ture shows the term window and evaluation window of KIEL at the
beginning of the exe ution:
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The rst two steps of the exe ution onsist in a substitution of the all F(1,0) and after that a
simpli ation of the resulting expression as far as possible. They lead to an expression whi h is
depi ted on the tree window of KIEL as follows:

Generally, leftmost-innermost substitution means that we have to substitute the leftmost all of
a routine with all arguments free of routine alls. In the present ase, hen e, we have to sele t
that vertex with label F the su essors of whi h are labeled with 1 and 0. A substitution followed
by a simpli ation as far as possible yields the tree window shown in the following pi ture:

Already after these few steps it should be lear for a student how leftmost-innermost substitution
works and that in the ase of the expression F(1,0) its appli ation leads to an in nite sequen e
of expressions, i.e., to \unde ned" as result.
Now we evaluate the expression F(1,0) using leftmost-outermost substitution as omputation
rule. To this end we have to go ba k to the original tree window using, for example, the undome hanism of KIEL as demonstrated in the following pi ture.
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Sin e we have only one o urren e of F within the expression on the s reen, the rst substitutionsimplify step of the exe ution is the same as in the ase of leftmost-innermost strategy. But
then the situation hanges sin e leftmost-outermost evaluation generally means that we have
to substitute always the leftmost all of a routine whi h does not o ur in any argument of
another routine all. Looking at the se ond s reen dump of this se tion, in our on rete ase we
have to sele t the root of the tree representing the expression F(0,F(1,0)). The result of the
substitution is shown in the following pi ture:

Due to the non-stri t semanti s of the onditional, now simpli ation as far as possible yields
the value 1 and this result is also omputed by KIEL and presented as follows:

A spe ial feature of KIEL is that it shows during a full-automati evaluation how many
substitutions (unfoldings, expansions) of routine alls and evaluations of pre-de ned operations
resp. onditionals have been exe uted. This helps students to judge the eÆ ien y of omputation
rules. It is more or less intuition that the leftmost-innermost rule is more eÆ ient than the
leftmost-outermost rule sin e it avoids many redundant evaluations of arguments. As pointed
out by Morris in [7℄, however, this is not always the ase and indeed its routine F is a ounterexample. We on lude this se tion with a table showing some tests performed with KIEL.
F(5,1)
F(5,3)
F(5,5)
F(10,1)
F(10,5)
F(10,10)

LI-Subst. LI-Eval.
63
125
37
73
33
65
2047
4093
1057
2113
1025
2049
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LO-Subst. LO-Eval.
6
21
6
21
6
21
11
66
11
66
11
66

We have also performed some tests with the third omputation rule the KIEL system supports,
i.e., with full substitution. As an example, the following pi ture shows the tree representation
of the expression whi h results from F(0,F(1,0)) after a full substitution step.

Using the full substitution strategy, the expressions of the omputation sequen es be ame so
huge that, for example, on a modern SUN ULTRA workstation a omplete evaluation of the
expression F(3,0) takes more than 20 minutes. In most ases even a omplete evaluation with
the KIEL system was impossible.

5

Con luding Remarks

In this report we have des ribed the omputer system KIEL for the intera tively ontrolled exe ution of fun tional programs written in MlKiel, a simple subset of Standard ML. The system is
primarely intended as a tea hing tool for fun tional programming at the undergraduate level but
an also be applied to debug ML programs if these are redu ible to MlKiel. It an be installed
on all UNIX-based systems and is available free of harge by FTP from host ftp.informatik.unikiel.de, where it is lo ated in the dire tory pub/kiel/progdev/KIEL. Additional information is
published on the WWW page http://www.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~progsys/kiel.html.
In the last months a lot of ase studies have been performed with KIEL. It turns out that the
system in its present version is a good tool for beginners in fun tional programming. Be ause
of its restri ted programming language MlKiel, however, it an not be used to tea h advan ed
on epts of this eld like datatype de larations and the de nition of routines via pattern mat hing, lo al de larations, and anonymous fun tions (-abstra tions). To extend the s ope of the
KIEL system, it is planned to in orporate su h on epts in future versions.
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